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MARCEL BONNAUD
GIVE TAPES AND SYNCHRONIZER TO HILLOUGHBY FROM CINE-DOK.

REGARDS
WOODY

HMMH

ACCEPTED 815683
EASYLINK

YOUR MAILBOX IS NOW EMPTY
EASYLINK
WE ARE PRESENTING A COMPLETE VIDEO TAPE WORK OF THE VASULKAS AS IT LISTS IN ALLRIGHT/KNOX CATALOG UNDER "TAPE IN DISTRIBUTION" PG 41 TO 49, PLUS AN UPDATE AS FOLLOWS:

**VIOLINE POWER** 1970-78 BY STEINA
10 MIN

**FLUX** NOVEMBER 1977 BY STEINA
7 MIN

**BAD** DECEMBER 1979 BY STEINA
2 MIN

**SELECTED TREESULI** MARCH 1980 BY STEINA
9'50 MIN

**CANTHAULOC** MAY 1980 BY STEINA
27'50 MIN

**URBAN EPISODES** JUNE 1980 BY STEINA
8 MIN 37 SEC

**ANTIFACS** OCTOBER 1980 BY THEODOR WINTER
22 MIN

**IN SEARCH OF THE CASTLE** FEB 1981
9'29 MIN
PROGENY 1 FEB 1981 BY STEIN AND KOODY UNGER
18.50 MIN

SUMMER SALT 1 FEB 1982 BY STEIN
18 MIN

THE COMMISSION 1983 BY KOODY UNGER
417 MIN

This material all together totals about 13 hours. There are two ways to present it: the work (1) monologically, (2) by mixed program. The first has more scholarly value; the second Catexthas better. You cast the vote.

*-

Koody is arriving to Paris on June 2, will depart for Madrid on June 5, returns to Paris again on June 17, will stay till 22 leaving at 12:30 PM. Steina will join from 17 to 22 in Paris.
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